
 

Elementary Social Studies Curriculum – Below are excerpts from New York State Education Department’s Social 
Studies Core Curriculum for grades k-6. For more detailed information click here.  

Kindergarten – Self and Others 

The social studies program at the kindergarten level focuses on helping students develop awareness of themselves as growing individuals. Children’s unique 

qualities as well as similarities to others are stressed. Children learn about values, ideas, customs, and traditions through folktales, legends, music, and oral 

histories. In addition, children’s relationships with others in the classroom and the school become sources for social studies learning. Social interaction skills are 

integral to the kindergarten program. Emphasis is placed on using content that is relevant and personally meaningful. A wide range of interdisciplinary activities 

can help children grow and develop and gain knowledge and skills. Children also begin to learn about their role as citizens by accepting rights and 

responsibilities in the classroom and by learning about rules and laws. 

 

Grade 1-My Family and Other Families, Now and Long Ago 

The grade 1 social studies program focuses on helping students learn about their roles as members of a family and school community. The development of 

identity and social interaction are stressed. The students explore self, family, and school through the five standards. Students learn about families now and long 

ago, as they study different kinds of families that have existed in different societies and communities. Students also begin to locate places on maps and globes 

and learn how maps serve as representations of physical features and objects.  

 

Grade 2: My Community and Other United States Communities 

In the grade 2 social studies program, students explore rural, urban, and suburban communities,concentrating on communities in the United States. The student’s 

own community can serve as an example for studying about and understanding other communities. Students study about communities from the perspectives of 

the five social studies learning standards. Community studies should include content examples from cultures other than the students’ own, and from a variety of 

perspectives including geographic, socioeconomic, and ethnic. Students continue to learn how to locate places on maps and globes and how different 

communities are influenced by geographic and environmental factors. They also study about the rights and responsibilities of citizenship in their communities. 

 

Grade 3: Communities Around the World—Learning About People and Places 

In the grade 3 social studies program, students study about communities throughout the world. . . . Students learn about the social, political, geographic, 

economic, and historic characteristics of different world communities. Students learn about communities that reflect the diversity of the world’s peoples and 

cultures. They study Western and non-Western examples from a variety of geographic areas. Students also begin to learn about historic chronology by placing 

important events on timelines. Students locate world communities and learn how different communities meet their basic needs and wants. Students begin to 

compare the roles of citizenship and the kinds of governments found in various world communities. 

 

Grade 4: Local History and Local Government 

The grade 4 social studies program builds on the students’ understanding of families, schools, and communities and highlights the political institutions and 

historic development of their local communities with connections to New York State and the United States. The in-depth study of local government will 

emphasize the structure and function of the different branches and the roles of civic leaders. Students continue to learn about the rights, responsibilities, and 

duties of citizenship. By participating in school activities that teach democratic values, students develop a sense of political efficacy and a better understanding of 

the roles of supporters and leaders. Students expand their civic concepts of power, equality, justice, and citizenship as they learn about local government. The 

historic study of local communities focuses on the social/cultural, political, and economic factors that helped to shape these communities. Students study about 

the significant people, places, events, and issues that influenced life in their local communities. Students can investigate local events and issues and connect them 

to national events and issues. The grade 4 program should consider the following themes and events at the local level: Native American Indians of New York 

State, the European encounter, the colonial and Revolutionary War period, the new nation, and the period of industrial growth and development in New York 

State. This chronological framework will help students to organize information about local history and connect it to United States history. 

 

Grade 5: The United States, Canada, and Latin America 

The grade 5 social studies program stresses geographic, economic, and social/cultural understandings related to the United States, Canada, and nations in Latin 

America today. These perspectives build on and reinforce historic and political content about the United States included in the grade 4 social studies program. 

When appropriate, the grade 5 program should use contemporary examples of case studies to help students understand the content. 

 

Grade 6:  The Eastern Hemisphere  

The grade 6 social studies program emphasizes the interdependence of all people, keying on the Eastern Hemisphere. Many of the lessons and activities for this 

grade level draw on specific examples of nations and regions in the Eastern Hemisphere chosen by the district. The grade 6 program focuses on a social science 

perspective emphasizing the interaction of geography and economics. The core disciplines of geography and economics are used to develop and draw 

relationships and understandings about social/cultural, political, and historic aspects of life in the Eastern Hemisphere. Historical insights are used as a means of 

developing  total perspective rather than an organizing framework. The focus should be on major turning points that segue into the 7th-grade social history of the 

United States.  The following are a few topics within the sixth grade curriculum. 

 The Neolithic Revolution  

 River civilizations of the Eastern Hemisphere (Mesopotamia, Egypt, China, and the 

Indus Valley) (Focus on two of these.) 

 Civilizations and cultures of the Eastern Hemisphere (China, India, Greece, and Rome) are explored through the arts and sciences, key documents, and 

other important artifacts.Religions and other belief systems (animism, ancestor worship, Confucianism, Hinduism,Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, 

Islam)  

 Slavery has existed across eras and regions in the Eastern Hemisphere. 

 Growing interdependence During the late Middle Ages and Renaissance periods, new long distance trade routes 

 In Europe, the Renaissance was marked by major achievements in literature, music, painting, sculpture, and architecture. 

http://www.p12.nysed.gov/ciai/socst/pub/sscore1.pdf

